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it’s all about your state of mind
When putting your home on the market for sale, it is important to
change your mind-set and consider your house as a property to sell.
Try to look at it through the critical eyes of a prospective purchaser.
‘Kerb appeal’

Remove distractions

Take a good look at the front of the house

Put away children’s toys and keep them

and think about what you can do to make it

happy with something to do or ask someone

look as smart as possible. If the outside looks

to babysit while you show people around

neglected or untidy people will assume that

your house. Take pets out of the house

the inside is the same. For example, does the

and remove bowls and litter trays as they

front door need painting? Is the front garden

can be distracting and not everyone feels

free from weeds, lawn cut and hedges

comfortable around them. Switch off the

trimmed? Does your driveway need jet

television and radio so it isn’t distracting.

washing? Perhaps a hanging basket would
add to the appeal?

Conducting the viewing

De-personalise

We are happy to conduct viewings on your

Someone walking into your house will want

yourself there are a few things to consider:

to be able to visualise themselves living there

It is useful to use the Sales brochure as a

so it is important to present it as free from

guide and to go through the rooms in the

personal items and clutter as possible. Tidy

same order as in the brochure. Make sure

as much as possible away, clear surfaces,

the heating is on during the winter and open

remove fridge magnets etc.

windows in the summer so the house feels a

behalf if you prefer but if you are doing them

comfortable temperature.

Spring clean

Let the viewer walk into the rooms first so
they get a real sense of the size of them. Talk

Have a really good spring clean, including

to them about what you really like about the

shampooing the carpets. If at all possible

house, and any special features. You may

put clean bed linen on the beds and clean

be asked about the neighbours and local

towels in the bathroom before viewings (or

amenities and why you are moving so have

put a clean duvet cover over the top of the

your answers prepared.

current one if the viewing is last minute!).
Make sure all the lightbulbs are working.
Re-seal the bath if there are any signs of

Leave negotiations to the agent!

mould and think about re-grouting of tiles if
necessary. Clean the windows inside and out

Don’t let yourself be drawn into a

and fully open blinds and curtains. Put some

conversation about price or what you may or

fresh flowers in a vase to create a homely

may not leave in the house. Refer them back

feel.

to your agent who will advise you on how
best to negotiate.

We hope you have
found this guide
useful.
About Matthews
With a reputation for knowledge, great service and trust,
Matthews has been the pulse of the Chester property
market since 1986. This makes us not only one of the city’s
longest established agents, but also one of the most
respected.
We are proud of our strong heritage; utilising our
extensive knowledge and experience to deliver bespoke
property services for investors, buyers, sellers, landlords
and tenants.
Whether you are about to get on to the property ladder,
have a family home to sell, looking to start a property
investment portfolio, or need a safe pair of hands to
manage your rental property or apartment block – we’d
love to help.

Contact our friendly team today on
01244 346226
or email sales@matthewsofchester.com
To stay up to date with the latest Chester property news,
advice and useful resources, visit
www.matthewsofchester.com/news

